Conclusions

Changes may occur in courses central topics

Course outline

1. Introduction
2. Personality and crime


Specific individual differences related to crime.

Ejournal


Eysenck’s theory of personality and crime


Crime and personality


Intelligence and crime


Criminal thinking styles


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Various home office documents - [http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/](http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/)


Criminal careers and personality


Ejournal


Delinquency and attitudes


Ejournal


Ejournal


Workplace deviance and white collar crime


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal


Ejournal